2015 PRODUCT FACT SHEET
Degree Men® deodorants and antiperspirants offer long-lasting wetness and odor
protection, and now there is a new way to get superior protection with the launch of
Degree Men® Dry Sprays. Degree Men® products are available in NEW Dry Spray
antiperspirant, NEW Extra Fresh Deodorant, Fresh Deodorant, MOTIONSENSE®
antiperspirant, Clinical Protection and Dry Protection antiperspirant collections.
The launch of Degree Men® Dry Spray Antiperspirant is a game changer. The new Dry Spray goes on
instantly dry for a cleaner feel. Using the Degree signature MOTIONSENSE® Technology, Dry Spray provides
superior 48-hour odor and wetness protection without visible residue. New Dry Spray is available in a wide
variety of our signature Degree Men® scents.
Our NEW Extra Fresh Deodorant collection provides superior performance, with an extra dose of freshness.
Our odor-fighting formula keeps you smelling fresh all day.
Degree Men® Fresh Deodorant – now available in our signature Cool Rush scent – includes time-released
freshness molecules to help fight odor all day long.
The MOTIONSENSE® antiperspirant collection releases extra protection when you move for long-lasting
freshness – the more you move, the more it protects. These products have the highest level of
wetness-fighting ingredients of any non-clinical antiperspirant stick on the market (active ingredient –
19.2%), providing up to 48-hours of superior protection.
The Clinical Protection collection offers our most advanced protection against wetness and odor, providing
prescription-strength wetness protection.

NEW DEGREE MEN® DRY SPRAY ANTIPERSPIRANT
A new way to get superior protection
Goes on instantly dry for a cleaner feel
Responds directly to your movement
Is dry from the moment it touches the skin with no visible residue
Includes MOTIONSENSE® Technology, designed to respond directly to
your body movement – the more you move, the more it protects
Provides 48-hour odor-and-wetness protection

Available in the following MOTIONSENSE® scents:
Adventure, a rugged, woodsy scent that blends citrus, energizing
fresh pepper and long-lasting notes of wood and musk
Adventure

Sport Defense, a rustic, manly scent with energizing black pepper
Everest, an invigorating scent that fuses frosty, piney and woodsy
elements
Extreme, a fresh woodsy scent that packs an extra kick of citrus and mint
Overtime, a masculine fresh citrus scent
SRP: $4.99 (3.8 oz)*
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NEW DEGREE MEN® EXTRA FRESH DEODORANT
Superior performance with an extra dose of freshness
Odor-fighting deodorant formula keeps you smelling fresh all day

Available in the following MOTIONSENSE® scents:
Adventure, a rugged, woodsy scent that blends citrus, energizing
fresh pepper and long-lasting notes of wood and musk
Sport Defense, a rustic, manly scent with energizing black pepper
Extreme, a fresh woodsy scent that packs an extra kick of
citrus and mint
Sport Defense

SRP: $4.49 (2.6 oz)*

DEGREE MEN® FRESH DEODORANT
Time released freshness molecules to help fight odor all day long

Now Available in Cool Rush scent:
Invigorating scent that contains an energizing burst of crisp, green,
arctic freshness

SRP: $3.29 (2.6 oz)*

Available scents include:
Arctic Edge, Intense Sport, Everfresh and Cool Rush

Cool Rush
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DEGREE MEN® MOTIONSENSE®
Motion activated protection – the more you move, the more it protects
The only antiperspirant that releases extra protection when you move
for long lasting protection/freshness

SRP: $4.49 (2.6 oz)*

Available scents include:
Extreme, Overtime,
Sport Defense,
Adventure, Everest, Cool
Rush and IRONMAN™
Overtime

DEGREE MEN® CLINICAL PROTECTION
Provides prescription strength odor and wetness protection
Our most advanced protection against wetness and odor

SRP: $8.49 (1.7 oz)*

Available scents include:
Clean, Extreme Fresh, Sports Strength and
Thermo Dry
Clean

DEGREE MEN® DRY PROTECTION
All day wetness and odor protection
It Won’t Let You Down

SRP: $3.29 (2.7 oz)*

Available scents include:
Cool Rush, Extreme Blast, Sport,
Clean and Cool Comfort
Sport

*Availability varies by retailer
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